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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2017 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification (http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-
from-2015/) for full details of the assessment for this 
qualification. These exemplar answers should also be read 
in conjunction with the sample assessment materials and 
the June 2017 Examiners’ Report to Centres available on 
the OCR website http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/. 

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2018. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-business-h031-h431-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/
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Question 1

BA has expanded through the acquisition of other airlines.

Explain one diseconomy of scale which a business may experience as it expands.

 [2]

0 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Many candidates did not understand what a diseconomy of 
scale was, and this is an excellent example.  Many candidates 
believed a diseconomy of scale was a negative aspect of 
growing that would affect the business, or anything that would 
increase costs overall. 

Whilst true to a point, diseconomies of scale are usually internal 
factors and the key aspect that must be present for it to be 
classed as a diseconomy of scale is a link to an increase in 
average/unit costs. Answer was awarded no marks. 

1 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Candidate has identified that ‘managerial’ is a type of 
diseconomy of scale, which is worth one mark.  However, they 
have failed to explain the impact of this on average/unit costs 
which is required for the second mark.  

This was a very common error in this question.  Candidates 
should be encouraged to link economies/diseconomies of scale 
with their impact on average/unit costs to gain the second mark. 

Question 1

BA has expanded through the acquisition of other airlines.

Explain one diseconomy of scale which a business may experience as it expands.

 [2]
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Question 2

BA has been described as a global organisation. 

Explain two factors which might have enabled it to become a global organisation. 

 [4]

2 out of 4 marks

Examiner commentary
Question states explain TWO factors, and the candidate 
only provides one, which is a shame.  Marks awarded for 
‘communication allowing them to set up links with other 
countries’ (1) as this is the global factor identified.  

 

Second mark awarded for application to BA (context) ‘allow them 
to fly there’. Candidates need to be aware that impacts on this 
question must be very specific to being a global organisation. 
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4 out of 4 marks

Examiner commentary
Two really good factors identified here, both well explained.  
A mark was awarded for each factor that makes a firm global 
(one world alliance and merging – 1+1) and another mark for 
explaining why the factor enabled BA to be a global firm (more 
GLOBAL destinations and GLOBAL sales 1+1)

Question 2

BA has been described as a global organisation. 

Explain two factors which might have enabled it to become a global organisation. 

 [4]
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Question 3

In 2015 UK Air Passenger Duty, a tax on flying, was abolished for people under 16 years of age.

Analyse how this change may affect BA.

 [6]

3 out of 6 marks

Examiner commentary
The answer starts with a definition of what the tax is. In the 
next paragraph, the highlights that a reduction in the tax will 
lead to more children being able to go on holiday with families 
(A01 and A02).  Towards the end of the answer the candidate 
identifies that more families going on holiday will benefit BA 
(limited A03).  

The answer seems a bit confused and the candidate may have 
benefitted from creating a simple plan before writing their 
answer to develop their structure. 
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Question 3

In 2015 UK Air Passenger Duty, a tax on flying, was abolished for people under 16 years of age.

Analyse how this change may affect BA.

 [6]

6 out of 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
Candidate has excellent context in this answer – words such as 
‘flying, holidays, budget airlines’ provide no doubt about what 
type of case study is being discussed.  The answer provided is 
very clear and answers the question directly.  

The answer begins by stating that they reduction in tax would 
lead to more parents taking their 16 and under children on 
holiday as it is cheaper (AO1 and AO2 – applied knowledge).  It 
is a reasonable assumption that if an indirect tax is reduced, then 
firms will reduce prices accordingly (even though the candidate 
has not specifically said this, it is very much implied).  

The candidate then goes on to discuss an impact of this on BA 
(lead to an increase in revenue as more people fly – AO3).  This 
analysis is continued and the candidate highlights a reduction in 
costs (from the tax) leads to more profit, which allows BA room 
to innovate and change – excellent chain of analysis shown 
– developed analysis marks awarded here. The answer was 
awarded full marks.
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Question 4

BA has experienced considerable change in recent years.

Evaluate the importance to BA of effective change management.

 [20]

13 out of 20 marks
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Examiner commentary
The answer starts with stating why change management is 
important to BA and provides some excellent use of context 
(air industry, budget carriers etc) – A01, A02.  Further down this 
paragraph, the candidate discusses the idea that BA need to 
be careful when changing their workers’ pay, but if managed 
successfully it could allow them to reduce costs and become 
more competitive, therefore analysing the importance to BA 
(A03).  The next section discusses the successful management 
of change surrounding the recruitment of employees and the 
importance of this to BA, gaining further A03 marks.  

The next paragraph is not answering the question (NAQ) – the 
candidate veers away from the question and even suggests 
effective change management would cause an increase in 
absenteeism, which would not be the case. 

In the final paragraph, the candidate does attempt to make a 
judgement regarding the overall importance (‘catch up with 
the times and become more cost efficient’) and is awarded 
AO4 marks for a suitable evaluative comment. The candidate 
then discusses how the change should be undertaken, which 
is not the question and no further marks are gained for this 
answer. Answer was awarded the middle of level 3 with strong 
knowledge, good application and analysis and reasonable 
evaluation.
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Question 4

BA has experienced considerable change in recent years.

Evaluate the importance to BA of effective change management.

 [20]

20 out of 20 marks
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Examiner commentary
This question is asking about the IMPORTANCE of effective 
change management and NOT how to undertake change 
management.  Many answers discussed methods of 
change management (eg Lewin) and how BA can go about 
implementing change, which is not what the question is asking.  
This candidate clearly understands the requirements of the 
question as they discuss the implications of effective change on 
BA throughout their answer.  

The first paragraph explains what is meant by change 
management, for which knowledge (AO1) marks are awarded. 
In the second paragraph, there is evidence of context ‘BA is 
currently attempting to lower costs by cutting cabin crew 
wages’ and ‘the current BA model is making a loss’ (AO2).  This 
is followed by a clearly developed understanding of the impact 
of effective change management on BA (change may not be 
successful, leading to a fall in profits and loss of customers) - 
strong AO3.  The candidate then goes on to discuss the extent to 
which this is likely to be the outcome for BA following effective 
management (depends on ….. limit the change and thus 
mitigate how important change management would be) which 
provides some excellent evaluation (AO4).

Following this, the candidate provides another good point 
in context and the paragraph goes on to discuss that if you 
have effective change management, such as restructuring 
the marketing team (AO2) it is important as it will allow the 
smooth running of BA, leading to expansion and better abilities 
to compete – demonstrating sequential links that are further 
examples of strong analysis (AO3). Towards the end of the 
paragraph, the candidate evaluates the overall importance 
of how effective the change management is (A04).  The final 
paragraph adds further evaluation in the form of a conclusion 
that reaches a fully supported decision.  This is an excellent 
example of how to structure an A level answer and was awarded 
full marks.
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Question 5(a)

Zenon Logistics Limited (ZLL) supplies airlines with in-flight meals. These meals are packaged on

plastic trays and include a soft drink and fresh food, some of which is reheated during the flight.

Table 1 shows some of ZLL’s performance data for 2015 and 2016.

ZLL performance data

2016 2015
Production staff 145 143
Meals produced (million) 11.62 10.95
Revenue (£ million) 24.52 23.11
Cost of sales (£ million) 12.98 12.08
Gross Profit (£ million) 11.54 11.03
Net Profit (£ million) 4.27 3.69

Table 1

(a) Calculate the percentage change in productivity from 2015 to 2016 at ZLL. (Give your answer to  
 two decimal places).

 [3]

0 out of 3 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has not understood how to measure productivity.  
Here, they appear to have calculated the difference in meals 
produced within the firm.  This does not show productivity – 
productivity refers to the measures of efficient of production and 
there needs to be a link between the inputs and outputs in the 
process – in this case labour and meals. No marks awarded 
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Question 5(a)

Zenon Logistics Limited (ZLL) supplies airlines with in-flight meals. These meals are packaged on

plastic trays and include a soft drink and fresh food, some of which is reheated during the flight.

Table 1 shows some of ZLL’s performance data for 2015 and 2016.

ZLL performance data

Production staff 145 143
Meals produced (million) 11.62 10.95
Revenue (£ million) 24.52 23.11
Cost of sales (£ million) 12.98 12.08
Gross Profit (£ million) 11.54 11.03
Net Profit (£ million) 4.27 3.69

Table 1

(a) Calculate the percentage change in productivity from 2015 to 2016 at ZLL. (Give your answer to  
 two decimal places).

 [3]

3 out of 3 marks

Examiner commentary
A really clear answer – the candidate’s workings are easy to 
follow, allowing marks to be allocated.  There is a slight rounding 
error in their calculation for 2016, but as their working can be 
seen they clearly understand how to calculate productivity and 
OFR is given for this. 
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Question 5(b)

0 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has shown all their workings, which is to be 
encouraged. Unfortunately, the candidate does not display 
knowledge of the correct formula to calculate net profit margin.  
They have mistaken ‘sales revenue’ with ‘cost of sales’ and are 
awarded zero marks

Calculate ZLL’s net profit margin in 2016. (Give your answer to two decimal places).

 [2]
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Question 5(b)

0 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has confused ‘sales revenue’ with cost of sales in 
their formula.  They also haven’t included the requirement to 
multiply by 100 to get an NPM figure.  No marks awarded.

Calculate ZLL’s net profit margin in 2016. (Give your answer to two decimal places).

 [2]
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Question 5(c)

ZLL uses time series data such as world air traffic revenue. (see Table 2)

World Air Traffic Revenue 2006 to 2017

Period Revenue ($bn) Trend 
(3-period 
moving 
average

Cyclical 
Variation

2006 3 365
2007 1 399 402.7
2008 2 444 405.7
2009 3 374 421.0
2010 1 445 439.7
2011 2 500 495.3
2012 3 541 532.0
2013 1 555 553.0
2014 2 563 558.0
2015 3 556 556.7
2016 1 551

2017* 2 577

 *forecast
Table 2

(c) Using Table 2, calculate the 3-period moving average for 2016.

 [2]

2 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has a clear understanding of the requirements 
of the question and calculates the 3- period moving average 
for 2016.  Its good practice to encourage candidates to show all 
their working and place final answers on any given answer lines. 
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Question 5(c)

ZLL uses time series data such as world air traffic revenue. (see Table 2)

World Air Traffic Revenue 2006 to 2017

Period Revenue ($bn) Trend 
(3-period 
moving 
average

Cyclical 
Variation

2006 3 365
2007 1 399 402.7
2008 2 444 405.7
2009 3 374 421.0
2010 1 445 439.7
2011 2 500 495.3
2012 3 541 532.0
2013 1 555 553.0
2014 2 563 558.0
2015 3 556 556.7
2016 1 551

2017* 2 577

 *forecast
Table 2

(c) Using Table 2, calculate the 3-period moving average for 2016.

 [2]

2 out of 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Correct answer, full marks awarded.  The workings on the table 
are useful to see and should be encouraged.  In the event that 
a candidate gets the final answer incorrect, the showing of 
workings may allow examiners to credit partial marks.
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Question 5(d)

Using Table 2, calculate the average cyclical variation for period 2.

 [5]

0 out of 5 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has calculated the average trend for the three 
periods and not the average cyclical variation and therefore is 
not awarded any marks. 
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Question 5(d)

Using Table 2, calculate the average cyclical variation for period 2.

 [5]

5 out of 5 marks

Examiner commentary
Correct answer, full marks.  The candidate has crossed out the 
wrong answer (where they appear to be calculating the average 
3-point moving average for the period).  They then clearly 
demonstrate they understand what the question is asking for 
and provide all the calculations to show how they arrived at their 
final answer. 
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Question 5(e)

Analyse how time series data, such as that in Table 2, may be useful to ZLL.

 [6]

2 out of 6 marks

Examiner commentary
The question required the candidate to analyse how time series 
data may be useful to ZLL.  This can apply to the data in table 
2 (time series analysis) or any other data that could form time 
trends such as revenue levels.  This candidate demonstrates an 
understanding of what time series data is (predicting trends, 
cyclical variations) and so is awarded for reasonable knowledge.  
However, if the company name of ZLL was removed from this 
candidates answer, then there is no context – the name alone is 
not sufficient for context, meaning the candidate cannot access 
any further marks as non-contextual answers can only gain a 
maximum of 2 marks.  

If this answer had context (specific figures from table 2, reference 
to supplying airline meals for example) then this answer 
may well have been awarded 5/6 as there is a sequential link 
between ‘predicting trends, plan, develop firm for the future’.  
Context is key.
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Question 5(e)

Analyse how time series data, such as that in Table 2, may be useful to ZLL.

 [6]

4 out of 6 marks

Examiner commentary
This answer begins with a good knowledge of how time series 
analysis can be used, and context is provided with the use of 
‘meals’ in the 5th line.  The candidate then highlights that risk can 
be reduced by forecasting demand, saving costs and is awarded 
A03 for this analytical statement.  The rest of the answer adds 
further knowledge only.  Answer awarded bottom of level 2 with 
good knowledge and context but greater analysis needed for 
higher marks within this level. 
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Question 6

Discuss external influences BA should consider as it continues to develop its marketing strategy.

 [10]

6 out of 10 marks
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Examiner commentary
This is an interesting answer that makes some relevant points.  
The candidate mentions that supply and demand in the market 
should be considered (A01, which is then linked to a change 
in BAs pricing strategy to increase demand (A02 and A03). 
Very basic analysis shown. In the next paragraph the candidate 
highlights ‘competition’ as a factor that will impact on BAs 
marketing strategy and how this would impact on the advertising 
needed to persuade customers away from Easyjet (A03).

There is no evidence of evaluation considering the most 
important factor that will impact BA or the extent to which 
any of the factors will impact their marketing.  Overall this was 
marked at the top of level 2 with strong knowledge, application 
and analysis but no evaluation.
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Question 6

Discuss external influences BA should consider as it continues to develop its marketing strategy.

 [10]

10 out of 10 marks
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Examiner commentary
The answer starts by identifying that customer tastes and 
preferences are an external factor (AO1) and then adds some 
solid context (airlines, reference to profit figures, competitors in 
the industry).  The candidate goes to identify an implication for 
the marketing strategy (customer tastes veering towards budget 
airlines, damaging BAs attempt to market as a luxury airline) 
which is good A03 for showing a sequential link to the possible 
consequence.  Following this, the candidate then goes to assess 
the extent to which what they have said is likely to affect BA and 
considers how this could affect the overall impact of this factor 
on BAs marketing strategy (good A04).

The third paragraph goes on to identify another external factor 
(government), in particular the raising of airline taxes (AO2).  This 
is then developed to discuss the implication on the marketing 
strategy – ‘change towards promoting its environmental 
responsibilities’ – showing analysis of this issue in context (A03).  
Again, the candidate goes on to examine the actual extent of 
this change, showing a real appreciation of where the tax will 
be applied in the industry and the consequence for BA (A04).  A 
very well structured answer with excellent use of context, as well 
as analysis and evaluation – awarded full marks. 
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Question 7

To what extent would the stakeholders of BA describe it as a successful organisation? Justify your view.

 [20]

8 out of 20 marks
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Examiner commentary
The answer begins with an identification of the local community 
as a stakeholder (A01) with them viewing BA as successful if it 
allows the local community to meet its objectives – local cafes 
increasing sales (limited A03).  A counter argument is provided 
later in the paragraph where the local community may not view 
it as a success because the house prices may be reduced (A03). 
At the end of that paragraph the candidate provides an attempt 
at a judgement to whether the stakeholder will view BA as 
successful or not (limited A04). 

One paragraph looks at the worker as another stakeholder.  
There is a good use of context, referencing information in extract 
B (A02) but no real discussion of how workers may or may not 
view BA as successful.  

The final paragraph identifies the customers as another 
stakeholder and the candidate clearly identifies how the 
customers will view BA as successful (cheap, relatively luxurious 
flights) – providing analysis in context – A02 and A03.

There is a large gap and then the candidate attempts to 
conclude their answer.  Unfortunately, it is not answering the 
question (NAQ) as it does not address the question from the 
view of the stakeholder. 

Answer was awarded middle of level 2 for strong knowledge 
and application and limited analysis and evaluation.
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Question 7

To what extent would the stakeholders of BA describe it as a successful organisation? Justify your view.

 [20]

20 out of 20 marks
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Examiner commentary
This question is not asking if BA is a successful organisation, but 
if stakeholders would view it that way.  The first stakeholder 
identified is the employee and second paragraph focuses 
specifically on how the employees are likely view it as a failure 
due to reduction in average pay.  There is good knowledge of 
the stakeholder as well as information taken from the case study 
demonstration A01 and A02.  Where the candidate considers 
the impact on the effect on the old crew, this is considered 
good A04 – a candidate can gain good evaluation marks 
throughout the answer.  In this case, they have identified that 
not all workers will have the same view, only the ones who had 
been with the company the longest.  There is another clear 
evaluative statement towards the end of the paragraph where 
the candidate highlights that the employees may only see pay 
as one way of viewing success and are prepared to have a lower 
pay as they still see BA as successful regardless.

The next section focuses on the shareholders.  Financial data 
from the case study has been incorporated into the answer 
(excellent A02). Discussion of the fact that BA are paying out 
more dividends, even with increased costs is analysis of the 
shareholders view on success (A03).  The candidate then goes 
on to identify how this view may be affected and considers there 
may be other factors to consider if the shareholder is to view BA 
as successful, demonstrating good evaluation. 

The final paragraph all provides strong evaluation and a 
judgement as to whether the stakeholders will see BA as 
successful.  It focuses clearly on the stakeholders mentioned 
previously in the answer and provides an indication on factors 
that may have an impact on the overall judgement.  A very clear 
and well-structured answer that is awarded full marks. 
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